IDEA-CYCLING
TEAM WORK
DO IDEA-CYCLING to
PREVENT PLASTIC POLLUTION
by its MINIMUM USE
IDEA CYCLING

Whether is RECYCLING or UPCYCLING, you need ideas for which there should be IDEA CYCLING. A group should sit and brainstorm & generate ideas.
What you know, I don’t know.
What I know, you don’t know.
Together we know a lot
What you can do,
I can't do.
What I can do,
you can't do.
Together we can do a lot.
Idea Cycling

I have one Rupee
You have one Rupee
We exchange
I have one Rupee
You have one Rupee

I have one idea
You have one idea
We exchange
Both have two ideas.
Idea Cycling

You improve my idea.
I improve your ideas.
Both of us, together improve my & your ideas
IDEA CYCLING

Any idea contributed by one can be improved by others. Like waste becomes wealth by recycling, any idea can be enriched by IDEA CYCLING through collective thinking. You can make addition, deletion, modification, subtraction to an idea of another and give value additions. That is all about IDEA CYCLING.
Think Cycling for Groups

When many join together & involve themselves in collective thinking, there will be group vibration, motivating each of the participants to deeply think & spell out his thoughts to others for improvement. THINK CYCLING is nothing but brain storming on important common issues & in the process creating synergy. Every one cannot offer a concept, but certainly one can do hitchhiking, that is improving the idea of another person. See Human Resource Management folder to know more.
Types of THINKING & COLLECTIVE THINKING
That will be useful for IDEA CYCLING

Brainstorming, Mental Gymnastics, Inversion, TAD, DAT, & many others.

Learn & practice Think-Cycling

See 'HRM' Folder for more details